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Academic vocabulary
Below is a list of academic vocabulary which could be useful to develop the quality of your written
work and spoken language. Challenge yourself to use some of them and broaden the range of vocabulary that you use. The definition column offers examples of how the word is used . You could
even challenge yourself to use synonyms of the word
If you are unsure how to use a word then ask your teacher.
Word

Definition

Synonyms (words with similar meanings)

Alternative

One of two or more possibilities

Different, substitute, another, replacement

e.g. audiobooks are an alternative to reading
Attribute

Regard something as being caused by or a feature of
something

Assign, accredit, allocate

E.g. he attributed the firm's success to the efforts of the
managing director
Approximate Close to the actual, but not completely accurate.

Estimate, rough, imprecise

E.g. the approximate time of death
Contrast

The state of being strikingly different from something
else.

Difference, disparity, distinction, variation

E.g. his friend’s success contrasted with his own failure
Fundamental A central or primary rule or principle on which something is based .E.g. Two courses cover the fundamentals
of microbiology

Basics, essentials, foundations, rudiments

Generate

Produce or create. E.g. Changes which are likely to generate controversy

Cause, give rise to, spawn, create

Integrate

Combine one thing with another. E.g. teaching literacy
should be integrated with all lesssons.

Combine, amalgamate, merge, unite, fuse

Perspective

A particular view of something E.g. most guidebook history is written from the editor’s perspective

Outlook, viewpoint, position, stance

Pursue

Follow or chase E.g. the office pursued the van

Follow, chase, hunt, stalk, trail, trace, shadow

Reject

Dismiss as inadequate. E.g. an application to hold a pop
concert was rejected

Turn down, refuse, decline, spurn

Subsequent

Coming after something in time, following.

Following, ensuing, succeeding, successive, later

E.g. the theory was developed subsequent to the earthquake of 1906
Ultimate

Being or happening at the end of a process; final.

Eventual, last, final, concluding, terminal

E.g. their ultimate aim was to force his resignation
Via

Travelling through (a place) en route to a destination.

By way of, across, along, by virtue of

E.g. A file was sent via email
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5.Idealistic
6.Rational
7.Transient
8.Permanent
9.Tangible
10.Intangible
11.Despot
12.Innocence
13.Isolated
14.Barren
15.Fracture
16.Stability
17.Instability

You, your, yours
He, she, it, him, her, his, hers, its, they, them
Giving human characteristics to a non-human
An idea, feeling or quality
An object; can be experienced through senses
Repetition of soft consonants (s, sh, ch, th)
Comparing one thing to another using “as” or
“like”
Describing something as something it is not
Indicates likelihood (should, could, will)
Questioning without expecting an answer
A question raised and answered by the writer
Two opposites placed near each other
E. Structure and Form

5.Second person pronoun
6.Third person pronoun
7.Personification
8.Abstract noun
9.Concrete noun

12.Metpahor
13.Modal verb
14.Rhetorical question

French Revolution
Gothic literature

D. Key Concepts

Made of small unconnected parts

3.Fragmentary

19.Infinite
20.Eternal
21.Presence
22.Absence

Punctuation in the middle of a line of poetry
No punctuation at the end of a line of poetry
A word or phrase said more than once
Repetition at the start of sentences or phrases

2.Caesura
3.Enjambment
4.Repetition
5.Anaphora

Plants, animals

People; a person

Normal; expected

Strange; cannot be explained; not normal

Changeable

Staying the same

Using creativity or imagination

Using knowledge, experiments, facts

7.Nature

8.Individual

9.Natural

10.Supernatural

11.Fluidity

12.Constancy

13.Art

14.Science

Should we focus on the world around us or
what is more magical or strange?

Do we need to stay the same or can we try to
change?

Is knowledge and facts more important than
creativity?

supernatural

Fluidity or
constancy

Art or science

33.Conscious
34.Unconsciously
35.Internal

Four lines of poetry
Poetry without a rhyme or regular rhythm
A line with five feet (ten syllables). The first syllable is unstressed and the second is stressed.

16.Free verse
17.Iambic pentameter

36.External

32.Sublime

Single metaphor sustained at length

15.Quatrain

14.Extended metaphor

12.Rhyming couplet

Are people or nature more important?

Nature or the
individual

31.Aesthetic

29.Solitary

Imperfect rhyme

11.Half rhyme

30.Zeitgeist

28.Melancholy

ABAB rhyme scheme

10.Alternate rhyme

Fourteen lines, ten syllables, formal rhyme
scheme

27.Regeneration

Rhyming within a line of poetry

9.Internal rhyme

Should we focus on what is made by living
things or what is made by humans?

Organic or
manufactured

A pair of lines that rhyme

26.Imagination

Ordered pattern of rhymes

8.Rhyme scheme

Can you divide ideas up into parts or do they
have to be whole?

Fragmentary or
complete

13.Sonnet

25.Revolution

One stressed/ one unstressed syllable

7.Foot

Natural or

Living forever
24.Immortal

Outside

Inside

Without realising

Aware

Amazing; wonderful

Visual; artistic

Common at the time

Being alone

Sadness

Developing, growing

Pictures in your mind

Change using violence

Not living forever
23.Mortal

Rhythmical pattern of stressed/unstressed syllables

6.Meter

Not existing

Existing in a place

Lasting forever

Never-ending

To become worse

Being unsteady

Being steady

Break

Empty

Alone

Lack of experience

Cruel ruler; tyrant

Cannot be touched

Can be touched

Lasting for a long time

Temporary

Hopeful; naïve
Thinking about logic

Freedom

Not following rules

Not following rules

Can we know the world using facts or is experience different for everyone?

16.Juxtaposition

C. Vocabulary
Following rules

Subjective or
objective

F. Themes

18.Deteriorate

A question asked without expecting an answer

1.Rhetorical question

Made by humans
15.Hypophora

Made by living things

6.Manufactured

11.Simile

5.Organic

Including all the parts; whole

Based on facts, not feelings or opinions

2.Objective

4.Complete

Based on feelings or opinions

1.Subjective
10.Sibilance

4.Liberty

I, me, my, mine, myself, we, us, our, ours

4.First person pronoun

Industrial Revolution

1760-≈1840
1789-1799

1765-1900

3.Rebellious

Expresses what is currently happening

3.Present tense

The Enlightenment or the Age of Reason

1685-1815

2.Non-conformist

Usually ends in –ed

2.Past tense

Peterloo Massacre

1819

1.Conformist

1.Tone

Romantic Movement

Attitude expressed through word choices

Poetry of the Romantic Period
B. Language Techniques

1800-1850

A. Context

ENGLISH
Non-Fiction writing
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Science

6

7

Design and Technology

8

DRAMA

9

10

11
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To cancel a marriage.

The time a king or queen is on the throne and rules the country.

The next person to be king or queen.

Sail all the way around the world.

A crime of betraying your country.

Given a knighthood by the king or queen. This would make them important

Annul

Reign

Succeed/ed

Circumnavigate

Treason

Knighted

On the 22nd August, Henry Tudor defeats Richard lll at the Battle of Bosworth. On the 30th October, Henry is crowned King.
War of the Roses ends with the marriage of Henry Vll and Elizabeth of York.
John Cabot sailed from Bristol and discovered North America.
Henry Vll son, the Prince of Wales, dies. Henry’s second son (also Henry) becomes the heir to the throne.
Henry Vll dies and his son (Henry Vlll) becomes king. He marries Catherine of Aragon—his brother’s widow.
Henry appeals to the Pope to annul his marriage to Catherine so he could marry Anne Boleyn.

Henry finally manages to divorce Catherine and marries Anne.
Henry makes himself the head of the English church, separating from the Roman Catholic Church. Many monasteries and religious houses
Anne Boleyn is executed and eleven days later Henry marries Jane Seymour. The first Bible written in English is also published.
On the 12th October, Jane gives birth to Edward. Jane dies shortly after the birth.
Henry Vlll dies and is succeeded to the throne by nine-year-old Edward Vl.
Edward Vl dies and is succeeded by Lady Jane Grey. Her reign lasted only days and Mary l, daughter of Henry Viii and Catherine of Aragon,
become queen. She was a devout Catholic and was determined to return England to Roman Catholicism.
England’s last French possession, Calais is lost to French rule. On the 17th November, Mary dies and Elizabeth l becomes queen at the age of
Sir Francis Drake sets sail for his first voyage to the West Indies. In 1577, Sir Francis sets sail to circumnavigate the world. He returns in 1580.
Mary l, of Scotland, is found guilty of treason (she was plotting to kill Elizabeth) and is executed.
The English defeat the Spanish Armada at the Battle of Gravelines.
The first performance of a play by William Shakespear is performed.
The Tudor period ended with the death of Elizabeth on 24th March. She had no husband or children to succeed her so the throne went to
James l (James Vl of Scotland) who was the son of Mary, Queen of Scots.

1485
1486
1497
1502
1509
1528

1533
1534
1536
1537
1547
1553
1558
1570
1587
1588
1591
1603

TIMELINE

A person who will inherit the crown after the current king or queen dies.

Heir

Key Vocabulary
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paresseu(x)se/ – lazy
bruyant(e) - loud

How old is your dad/brother?
How old is your mum/sister?
My dad/brother is ___ years old.
My mum/sister is ___ years old.

Quel âge a ton père/ton frère?
Quel âge a ta mère/ta sœur ?
Mon père/frère a ____ ans
Ma mère/soeur a ____ ans

it’s my cousin (male)

it’s my cousin (female)

Here are my parents

Here are my grandparents

Here is my son

Here is my daughter

C’est mon cousin

C’est ma cousine

Voici mes parents

Voici mes grand-parents

Voici mon fils

Voici ma fille

nous sommes – we are

vous êtes- you are (polite)

ils sont – they are

elles sont – they are

vous vous appelez

ils s’appellent – they are
called

elles s’appellent – they are
called

il/elle est – he/she is

je suis – I am
tu es – you are (familiar)

être – to be

je m’appelle – I am called
tu t’appelles – You are
called
il/elle s’appelle – he is
called
nous nous appelons

s’appeller – to be called

Les verbes importants

sportif/sportive - sporty

I am a twin.

Je suis jumeau

it’s my aunt

Comment sont tes yeux?
J’ai les yeux – My eyes are
verts - green
bleus - blue
marron – brown

I have a guinea pig.
I have a horse

J’ai un cochon d’Inde.
J’ai un cheval.

I must say that
In my opinion

Je dois dire que
À mon avis

Les extras

bouclés - curly
lisses - straight

I have a bird.
I have a budgerigar
I have a mouse.
I have a cat.
I have a snake.
I have a rabbit.

J’ai un oiseau.
J’ai une perruche.
J’ai une souris.
J’ai un chat.
J’ai un serpent.
J’ai un lapin.

noirs - black

mi-longs – medium length

I have a gold fish.

J’ai un poisson rouge.

courts - short

longs – long

I have a dog

Do you have a pet?

J’ai les cheveux – My hair is

J’ai un chien

As-tu un animal à la maison?

Les animaux

Comment sont tes cheveux?

amusant(e) – funny

créatif/ créative – creative

intelligent(e) – intelligent

I have two sisters

C’est ma tante

J’ai deux soeurs

it’s my uncle

C’est mon oncle

sympa – friendly

I have a half-sister.

J’ai une demi-soeur

it’s my half sister

C’est ma demi-soeur

Tu aimes les chiens?
intelligents/es - intelligent
vicieux/vicieuses - vicious
amicaux/amicales – friendly
mignons/mignonnes – cute
dangereux/dangereuses –
dangerous
beaux/belles - beautiful
très - very
assez - quite
Tu es comment?
gentil(le)– nice

J’ai un frère
J’ai un demi-frère
J’ai un frère jumeau
J’ai deux frères
J’ai une soeur
J’ai une soeur jumelle

I have a brother.
I have a step brother.
I have a twin brother.
I have two brothers
I have a sister.
I have a twin sister.

As-tu des frères et soeurs?
As- tu des frères et soeurs?
Do you have brothers and sisters?
Non, je n’ai pas de frères et soeurs je No, I don’t have brothers and sisters, I
suis fils unique
am an only child (male)
Non, je n’ai pas de frères et soeurs
No, I don’t have brothers and sisters, I
je suis fille unique
am an only child (female)

It’s my grandma
it’s my brother
it’s my sister
it’s my step-dad
it’s my step mum
it’s my half brother

Ma famille
Who is that?
It’s my dad
it’s my grandad

C’est ma grand-mère
C’est mon frère
C’est ma soeur
C’est mon beau-père
C’est ma belle-mère
C’est mon demi-frère

C’est qui?
C’est ma mère
C’est mon grand-père
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lustig – funny

lange - long
kurze - short

How old is your dad/brother?
How old is your mum/sister?
My dad/brother is ___ years old.
My mum/sister is ___ years old.
Do you have a pet?
I have a dog.
I have a gold fish.
Ich habe einen Vogel (‘’)

Wie alt ist dein Vater/Bruder?
Wie alt ist deine Mutter/Schwester?
Mein Vater/Bruder ist __ Jahre alt.
Meine Mutter/Schwester ist __Jahre
alt.
Hast du in Haustier?
Ich habe einen Hund (‘’ e )
Ich habe einen Goldfisch (e )

That’s my aunt

That’s my cousin (male)

That’s my cousin (female)

These are my parents

These are my grandparents

That’s my son

That’s my daughter

Das ist meine Tante

Das ist mein Cousin

Das ist meine Cousine

Das sind meine Eltern

Das sind meine
GroƁeltern
Das ist mein Sohn

Das ist meine Tochter

Extras
Meiner Meinung nach – In my opinion
Ich muss sagen, dass – I must say that

I have a horse.

Ich habe ein Pferd (e)

Sie sind – You are (polite)

sie sind – they are

braune – brown

I have a guinea pig.

Ich habe ein Meerschweinchen

ihr seid – you are (plural)

Sie heissen – you are
called
sie heissen – they are
called

blaue - blue

I have a rabbit.

Ich habe ein Kaninchen

wir sind – we are

Augen - eyes

graue – grey

grüne - green

Ich habe – I have

I have a snake.

Ich habe eine Schlange ( n)

er/sie/es ist – he/she/it is

er/sie/es heisst – he/she/
it is called
wir heissen – we are
called
ihr heisst – you are called

mittellange – medium length
Haare - hair
Wie sind deine Augen?
I have a budgerigar
I have a cat.
I have a mouse.

Ich habe einen Wellensittich (e)
Ich habe eine Katze (n)
Ich habe eine Maus (“ e)

sein – to be
ich bin – I am
du bist – you are

Ich habe – I have

Wie sind deine Haare?

laut - loud

faul – lazy

sportlich - sporty

heissen – to be called
ich heisse – I am called
du heisst – you are called

Wichtige Verben

kreativ – creative

I am a twin.

Ich bin ein Zwilling

That’s my uncle

intelligent – intelligent

I have two sisters

Ich habe zwei Schwestern

That’s my half sister

Das ist meine
Halbschwester
Das ist mein Onkel

freundlich – friendly

I have a half sister.

Ich habe eine Halbschwester

That’s my half brother

Das ist mein Halbbruder

Wie findest du Pferde?
intelligent - intelligent
freundlich - friendly
bösartig - vicious
süƁ – sweet
gefährlich - dangerous
schön - beautiful
riesig - huge
Was für eine Person bist du?
nett – nice

Hast du Geschwister?
Hast du Geschwister?
Do you have brothers and sisters?
Nein, ich habe keine Geschwister,
No, I don’t have brothers and sisters, I
ich bin Einzelkind.
am an only child.
Ich habe einen Bruder.
I have a brother.
Ich habe einen Stiefbruder
I have a step brother.
Ich habe einen Zwillingsbruder.
I have a twin brother.
Ich habe zwei Brüder
I have two brothers
Ich habe eine Schwester.
I have a sister.
Ich habe eine Zwillingsschwester.
I have a twin sister.

That’s my grandad
That’s my grandma
That’s my brother
That’s my sister
That’s my step-dad
That’s my step mum

Meine Familie
Who is that?
That’s my dad

Das ist mein GroƁvater
Das ist meine GroƁmutter
Das ist mein Bruder
Das ist meine Schwester
Das ist mein Stiefvater
Das ist meine Stiefmutter

Wer ist das?
Das ist mein Vater
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verdes – green

Quantifiers and linking words

I have a guinea pig.

I have a horse.

Tengo un caballo

I have a bird.
I have a hamster.
I have a cat.
I have a mouse.
I have a snake.
I have a rabbit.

Tengo un pájaro
Tengo un hamster
Tengo un gato
Tengo un ratón
Tengo una serpiente
Tengo un conejo

Tengo una cabaya

Do you have a pet?
I have a dog.
I have a gold fish.

¿Tienes mascota?
Tengo un perro
Tengo un pez

Las mascotas

azules – blue

alto - loud

tienen – they have

tenéis – you have (plural)

os llamaís – you (pl) are called
se llaman – they are called

nos llamamos – we are called
tenemos – we have
deportista – sporty
perezoso - lazy

te llamas – you are called
se llama – he/she is called

tienes – You have
tiene – he/she/it has

gracioso – funny

me llamo – I am called
tengo – I have

inteligente – intelligent
creative – creative

llamarse – to be called
tener– to have

gordo/a - fat

simpático – friendly, nice

Los adjetivos - familia
amable – kind

muchos/as – lots

demasiado – too much

suave - soft

muy – very

peligroso – dangerous

bastante - quite
poco – a bit

aunque – although

mono – cute

bonito – pretty
enorme – huge

bajo/a – short

sin embargo – however

simpático – friendly

delgado/a – skinny

alto/a – tall

pero – but

vicioso – vicious

negros – black

y – and

grises – grey

inteligente – intelligent

porque – because

los ojos - eyes

My dad is ___ years old.
My mum is __years old.

Mi padre tiene................años.
Mi madre tiene................años.

This is my uncle/aunt
This is my cousin (male)
This is my cousin (female)
This is my son
This is my daughter
This is my grandson
This is my granddaughter
These are my parents
These are my grandparents
Los adjetivos - mascota

rizado – curly

How old is your mum?

¿Cuántos años tiene tu madre?

This is my half sister

ondulado – wavy

liso – straight

corto – short

medio largo – semi long

largo – long

negro - black

pelirrojo – red

castaño – brown

rubio – blond

This is my dad
This is my mum
This is my grandad
This is my grandma
This is my brother
This is my sister
This is my step-dad
This is my step mum
This is my half brother

La descripción
El pelo – hair

Do you have siblings?
I am an only child.
I have a brother.
I have a twin brother.
I have two brothers
I have a sister.
I have a twin sister.
I have two sisters
We are twins
How old is your dad?

¿Quién hay en tu familia?

¿Tienes hermanos?
Soy hijo único/hija única
Tengo un hermano
Tengo un hermano gemelo
Tengo dos hermanos
Tengo una hermana
Tengo una hermana gemela
Tengo dos hermanas
Somos gemelos
¿Cuántos años tiene tu padre?

Mi familia
Who is it?

Este es mi padre
Esta mi madre
Este es mi abuelo
Esta es mi abuela
Este es mi hermano
Esta es mi hermana
Este es mi padrastro
Esta es mi madrastra
Este es mi hermanastro
Esta es mi hermanastra
Este es mi tío/a
Este es mi primo
Esta es mi prima
Este es mi hijo
Esta es mi hija
Este es mi nieto
Esta es mi nieta
Estos son mis padres
Estos son mis abuelos

¿Quién es?

MUSIC
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Year 7 Textiles KO

Techniques and Fabric

Projects— ‘Fish and chicks’

Tacking is a temporary stitch.

SEWING EQUIPMENT
Fabric Shears Needle

Cutting fabric only.

- Hand sewing only

Pins -Temporarily holding fabric together

Calico is a cotton fabric.
Quilting -The process of sandwiching a soft, thick
fabric between two layers to create a textured
surface.
Wadding—A thick soft fabric

Stitch ripper-Removing mistakes
Tailors chalk -

Marking where you want to sew

Colour theory

Pinking shears - Neatening raw edges

Primary colours - RED, YELLOW, BLUE

Embroidery scissors

Secondary colours—ORANGE GREEN, VIOLET
(These colours are formed by mixing the primary
colours)

-Snipping small threads

Sewing machine parts—foot pedal, clamp, needle,
bobbin, bobbin case, stitch length button, stitch
width button
Working with a sewing machine
A seam allowance is 15mm
(How far you should sew from
the edge of the fabric when
you are making products)
A capital N shows you have
threaded the machine correctly.
You back stitch to secure the
seam. Hold up this dial.

Monochrome—an image in varying tones of one
colour or black and white.

To create zigzag turn this
dial to zero
To make the
stitch bigger
twist this dial
to a bigger
number

Decorative Techniques

You place threads at the back
of the machine when you start
to sew.

Hand embroidery—running stitch and cross stitch.

T

Fabric paint/pen/crayon —painting on fabric

Running Stitch

Applique—sewing on fabric onto another fabric to
create a pattern.

Tie and dye—a resist technique of dyeing . Natural fabrics are used e.g. cotton or linen and
patterns are created on the fabric using elastic
bands.
Tie and Dye patterns—swirly, stripes, small circles, marbled. Use natural fabrics like cotton to
create your pattern because it is very absorbent.
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A way to organize computer files. A folder is a storage
space that many files can be placed into to group them
together and organize the computer.

A global computer network made up of interconnected
networks via dedicated routers and servers.

Maximizing personal safety and security risks to private
information and property associated with using the internet

Identification used by a person with access to a comput-

A secret word, phrase, or string of characters that allows access to a computer, interface, or system.

Information that can be used to identify, contact or lo-

Information that has been made available for anyone to

Content that is not suitable for its setting – this could

Websites and applications that enable users to create
and share content or to participate in social networking.

Controls available on many social networking and other
websites that allow users to limit who can access your
profile and what information visitors can see.
Electronic mail ‐ a method of exchanging messages
between people using electronics and email addresses.

The address of an electronic post‐box that can receive
(and send) email messages on a network.

Folder

Internet

E‐safety

Username

Password

Private infor-

Public infor-

Inappropriate

Social media

Privacy settings

Email address

Email

An object on a computer that stores data, information,
settings, or commands used with a computer program.

File

E‐safety vocab

No obvious personal information.

No dictionary words,

A mix of o Letters,
o Capital letters,
o Numbers,
o Symbols,
12 or more characters,

Features of a strong password
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